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This paper proposes a dynamic tap allocation for the concurrent CMA-DD equalizer as a low complexity solution for the blind
channel deconvolution problem. The number of taps is a crucial factor which affects the performance and the complexity of
most adaptive equalizers. Generally an equalizer requires a large number of taps in order to cope with long delays in the channel
multipath profile. Simulations show that the proposed new blind equalizer is able to solve the blind channel deconvolution problem
with a specified and reduced number of active taps. As a result, it minimizes the output excess mean square error due to inactive
taps during and after the equalizer convergence and the hardware complexity as well.

1. Introduction

The Concurrent Equalizer (CEQ) is based on a concurrent
architecture which comprises the classical direct decision
(DD) equalizer and Godard’s widespread known constant
modulus (CMA) blind equalizer [1]. In the CEQ architec-
ture, the DD branch is coordinated by the CMA branch
gradient trajectory. Since the CEQ proposition in 2001 [2],
several contributions have been reported [3–5], to name a
few. A significant complexity reduction is achieved when
both the DD-updated filter and the CMA-updated filter are
replaced by one single equivalent FIR filter located after
the sum block in the original concurrent split architecture,
as shown in Figure 1. Notice that the minimization of the
Euclidean distance-based JDD cost function is controlled by
a nonlinear directional link between JCMA and JDD, where
JCMA = (1/4)E{(|y|2 − γ)2}, JDD = (1/2)E{|Q{y}− y|2}, y is
the equalizer output, γ is the CMA dispersion constant,Q{·}
is the operator which returns the reference constellation
IQ symbol with the smallest Euclidean distance to the
argument, and E{·} is the statistical expectancy operator [6].
The nonlinear directional link controls JDD minimization
such that it only takes place when the minimization of the
energy dispersion-based JCMA cost function is judged to
have achieved a successful adjustment with high certainty.

Certainty is measured as the closeness of the output to the
same IQ symbol in the reference constellation before and
after a perturbation is imposed to the equalizer [2].

Let B = [B0 B1 · · · BL−1]
T be the vector whose

components Bk represent the taps of the CMA&DD-updated
FIR filter shown in Figure 1 and let r = [r0 r1 · · · rL−1]

T

be the vector which defines the channel regressor, where L
is the equalizer length [2]. The components rk of the nth
regressor r(n) are T/2-spaced noisy samples received from
the channel, where an even k index refers to an on-baud
sample. T is the baud interval and k = 0, 1, . . . ,L − 1. Thus,
the governing algorithm for the fractionally spaced [2] CEQ
of Figure 1 is as shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. CEQ algorithm with one single FIR filter. γ =
E{|A|4}/E{|A|2} is the CMA dispersion constant [6]. A is
the IQ symbol alphabet. Q{·} returns the IQ symbol from A
with the smallest Euclidean distance to the argument. ηCMA

and ηDD are the gradient step sizes.

CEQ Algorithm

Step 1. n = 0 & init B(0)

Step 2. y(n) = BT(n)r(n)
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Figure 1: CEQ equivalent baseband model.
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Figure 2: Curves for “Brazil A” profile Table 1 with 150Hz Doppler rotation, SNR = 30 dB. σ = (Dmin/γ)
2 = 0.015 is the MSE convergence

level, Dmin = |sk − sk−1|/2, sk ∈ A. L = 256, FIR init @BL/2 = 1.0, ηCMA = 3 × 10−4, and ηDD = 10ηCMA. MaxNTap = 64, αmax = 16, and
ξ = 3× 10−3. (a) CEQ filter tap magnitude value |Bk| in the range k = 0, 1, . . . , 9, L = 256. (b) CEQTR tap rank distribution.

Table 1: “Brazil A” channel multipath profile.

Description
Path

1 2 3 4 5 6

Delay (μs) 0.00 0.15 2.22 3.05 5.86 5.93

Gain (dB) 0.0 −13.8 −16.2 −14.9 −13.6 −16.4

Step 3. B(n + 1) = B(n) + ηCMAy(n)(γ− |y(n)|2)r∗(n)

Step 4. ỹ(n) = BT(n + 1)r(n)

Step 5. B(n + 1) = B(n + 1) + ηDD[Q{y(n)} − y(n)]r∗(n) if
Q{y(n)} = Q{ ỹ(n)}

Step 6. n = n + 1

Step 7. GOTO Step 2.

For digital television (DTV) implementation, the sparse
nature of the broadcast channel suggests the use of a dynamic
tap allocation (DTA) algorithm, not only as a means to
reduce the equalizer complexity, but also as a means to
minimize the excess output mean squared error (MSE).
Several algorithms have been proposed to this end [7–11].
A detailed survey is presented by Wei et al. [12]. Among the
low complexity methods, Fan et al. [13] proposed that the
dynamics of the allocation process should be determined by
the taps magnitude.

In this paper, we propose a DTA suited for the CEQ
and based on a ranking procedure which ranks the filter
taps according to three fitness levels {−1, 0, 1} determined
from the tap magnitudes compared to a fixed threshold, thus
avoiding the complexity of magnitude ordering, adopted in
some proposals.

2. Tap Ranking and Dynamic Allocation

As in any gradient-based algorithm, the CEQ gradient
trajectory wanders around the minimum of the JCMA and
JDD functions as a consequence of the adaption noise [12],
increasing the output MSE during and after the convergence.
Given a channel profile, the adaption noise is generated by
those filter taps whose values present a random behavior
along time. Such randomness stems from the fact that
these taps are uncorrelated with the JCMA and JDD gradient
minimization for the given channel. On the other hand, taps
which are correlated with the gradient dynamics present a
nearly monotonic value behavior along time.

For example, Figure 2(a) shows the behavior of FIR
filter taps B0–B9 when the CEQ is operating under the
“Brazil A” DTV channel profile [14] shown in Table 1.
We assume an 8-VSB ATSC [15] baseband sequence
uniformly drawn from the unit variance alphabet A =
{1.528, 1.091, 0.655, 0.218, −0.218, −0.655, −1.091,
1.528}with γ = 1.762 [15]. The baud rate is fs = 10.762MHz
and the baud interval is T = 1/ fs. The signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) at the equalizer input is set to 30 dB.
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Except for the active taps B0 and B2, which increase
monotonically until steady state is reached, all other taps
in the range are inactive, since they present a random
magnitude value behavior. Inactive taps play no effective and
sustained role in the JCMA and JDD gradient minimization
procedure. Intrinsic to the CEQ operation is the larger
gradient step size (ηDD ≈ 10ηCMA) for the DD branch.
Therefore, since the larger B update generated by the DD
branch is certainty-activated along time, it imposes a strong
trend on the B components (taps) Bk which reinforces the
distinction between monotonic and random tap behavior
along the gradient trajectory. Thus a fixed magnitude
threshold ξ separates the taps in two well-defined classes—
active and inactive.

To determine which of the equalizer taps are active or
inactive, the L taps are ranked in three levels of hierarchy
{−1, 0, 1}, along the lines of genetic algorithms. Active taps—
those subject to the gradient update and that contribute to
the output y—are taps which belong to rank 1 and rank
0 hierarchies. Inactive taps belong to rank −1 hierarchy,
and therefore are deactivated in all steps on Algorithm 1.
The most fitted taps are that ones with magnitude greater
than threshold ξ , and thus belong to rank 1 hierarchy. Rank
0 taps—independently of their magnitudes—are randomly
picked with a low probability 0.05 < p0 < 0.10. The
parameter p0 plays a similar role here as the mutation
factor does in genetic algorithms. That is, a small number
of L taps can be considered as active, given that the total
number of rank 1 and rank 0 taps is less than an arbitrary
MaxNTap < L. The random picking of taps is necessary
when operating under a dynamic multipath scenario, that is,
when the receiver is under mobile operation. A quantitative
measure of the multipath dynamics is the Doppler deviation.
Under mobile operation, the channel impulse response
varies periodically with a period given by approximately
the inverse of the Doppler frequency. Thus, the channel
frequency domain transfer function varies accordingly. Since
the equalizer should ideally implement the channel inverse
transfer function in order to cancel the multipath effects,
it follows that the equalizer taps must track the channel
variations at nearly the Doppler rate. The DTA procedure
reinforces the largest magnitude taps during the gradient
convergence phase, and this action interlocks the active tap
set even after the equalizer convergence. Therefore, when the
channel is time variant, as is the case undermobile operation,
it is necessary to refresh the active tap set population via
random picking in order to cope with the dynamic channel.
Algorithm 2 shows the proposed DTA.

Algorithm 2 (DTA procedure).

Tap Ranking and Dynamic Allocation

Step 1. The rank χk ∈ {−1, 0, 1} of each tap Bk, k =
0, 1, . . . ,L− 1, is obtained according to

⎧

⎪
⎪

⎪
⎨

⎪

⎪
⎪

⎩

χk ←− −1 if α /= 0 and |Bk| < ξ ,
⎧

⎨

⎩

χk ←− 1 if |Bk| ≥ ξ ,

χk ←− 0 otherwise,
otherwise,

(1)
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Figure 3: Curves with simulation parameters as in Figure 2. (a)
CEQ and CEQTR output MSE. (b) CEQTR output y corresponding
to (a) MSE curve.

where α is a random integer draw with probability p0 from
the set {0, 1, . . . ,αmax − 1}, with p0 = 1/αmax. ξ is the
magnitude threshold.

Step 2. Each tap Bk with rank χk = 1 is labeled as “active” up
to a maximum number MaxNTap of active taps.

Step 3. Each tap Bk with rank χk = 0 is labeled as “active” up
to a maximum number MaxNTap of active taps.

3. Simulation Results

In order to evaluate the proposed DTAmethod for operation
under dynamic DTV channels, we vary the magnitude of
the largest echo in the channel discrete impulse response
according to cos(π( fdoppler/ fs)m),m is the mth sample index
in the T/2-spaced baseband received sequence, and fdoppler
is the amount of the applied Doppler rotation. Denote
as CEQTR the CEQ with filter taps ranked and allocated
according to Algorithm 2 procedure. For the SER and MSE
computation at least 50 runs are performed, and the average
is taken.

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the operation with “Brazil A”
profile for fdoppler = 150Hz applied to−13.6 dB echo. Notice
that the CEQTR with a maximum 64 active taps not only
does converge faster than the CEQ with 256 active taps but
also attains a lower MSE under the same conditions. Notice
in Figure 2(b) that the curve “active taps” is hard-limited to
MaxNTap = 64, thus reducing the complexity by a factor of
L/MaxNTap. It also should be noted that MaxNTap is usually
determined by hardware constraints, such as the number
of DSP blocks available in the programmable logic device
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Figure 4: CEQ and CEQTR output MSE under “Brazil B” channel
profile, noDoppler rotation applied, SNR = 30 dB. L, FIR init, ηCMA,
and ηDD as in Figure 2.
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Figure 5: CEQ and CEQTR SER × SNR under “Brazil A” channel
profile, no Doppler rotation applied. L, FIR init, ηCMA, and ηDD as
in Figure 2. AWGN refers to the CEQTR output SER for an AWGN
[6] channel.

which runs the equalizer algorithm. In this paper, the DTA
algorithm is executed at each received modulation symbol.
However, it might be executed sparsely along time, at each
received symbols. In this situation, we achieve a complexity
reduction at the expense of a performance reduction, mainly
under dynamic multipath operation.

For operation under static DTV channels, as is the case
of the “Brazil B” profile in Table 2 [14], the CEQTR also
outperforms the CEQ, as shown in Figure 4. It converges in
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Figure 6: CEQTR SER × SNR having threshold ξ as a parameter.
“Brazil A” channel profile, no Doppler. Notice that the best
performance is obtained for ξ = ηDD, value also found for “Brazil
B–E” profiles.

Table 2: “Brazil B” channel multipath profile.

Description
Path

1 2 3 4 5 6

Delay (μs) 0.0 0.3 3.5 4.4 9.5 12.7

Gain (dB) 0.0 −12 −4 −7 −15 −22

Table 3: ATSC R2.1 channel multipath profile.

Description
Path

1 2 3 4 5 6

Delay (μs) 0.0 −1.8 0.15 1.8 5.7 35

Gain (dB) 0.0 −14 −14 −4 −8 −12
Phase or Doppler 0◦ 125◦ 80◦ 45◦ 5Hz 90◦

less than half the time and achieves a nearly half MSE after
convergence.

Simulations with “Brazil C”, “D”, and “E” DTV profiles
[5]—not shown in this letter due to space limitation—
yielded similar results of Figure 4. It was also observed
with these profiles that the CEQTR requires a much more
“careless” initialization than the standard CEQ for a suc-
cessful convergence, whether its filter is initialized or not
in a position nearby the peak magnitude of the channel
impulse response—position which is known to yield the
fastest convergence.

Figure 5 shows the comparative symbol error rate (SER)
under operation with “Brazil A” (Table 1) profile. It also
shows the CEQTR SER for an AWGN [6] channel. Figure 6
shows the CEQTR SER sensitivity to the threshold ξ .
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Figure 7: CEQTR SER × SNR having α = αmax = 1/p0 as a
parameter, with p0 being the random tap picking probability in
the DTA procedure of Algorithm 2. “Brazil A” channel profile, no
Doppler. Notice that the best performance is obtained for αmax =
16, value also found for “Brazil B–E” profiles.
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Figure 8: CEQTR SER ×α, where α = αmax = 1/p0 (see Table 3).
“Brazil A” profile with 150Hz Doppler rotation and SNR = 20 dB.
Notice that the random tap picking probability p0 = 1/αmax plays
a significant role in the gradient convergence rate when Doppler
effects are present in the channel.

Figures 7 and 8 show the SER sensitivity to the random
tap picking probability p0 = 1/αmax in the DTA procedure
(see Algorithm 2); SER variation is almost independent of
the value for αmax.

In Figure 9, we compare the proposed algorithm
(CEQTR) with the algorithm presented in [13] (LS-DFE),
under the ATSC R2.1 3# channel (see Table 3). Notice
that the CEQTR outperforms the LS-DFE for any SNR
below 25 dB. This behavior stems from the intrinsic error
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Figure 9: CEQTR, and LS-DFE Comparison, L = 768, MaxNTap =
176, αmax = 16, FIR init @BL/2 = 1.0, ηCMA = 10−4 and ηDD =
10ηCMA.

propagation in the DFE when operating under high noise
levels.

4. Conclusion

This paper has proposed a novel adaptive concurrent equal-
izer with dynamic tap allocation as a low complexity solution
for the blind channel deconvolution problem. Results have
shown that the proposed equalizer is able to solve the blind
channel deconvolution problemwith a specified and reduced
number of active taps in the equalizer filter, even when
operating under an intense dynamic multipath scenario
( fdoppler = 150Hz). Not only does it minimize the cumulative
noise which stems from a large number of inactive taps
during and after the equalizer convergence, but also reduces
the hardware implementation complexity.
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